Founded in 2000, GMAP is a 12-month hybrid (online + on-campus) master’s degree program in international affairs designed for mid-career and senior-level professionals working around the globe in the public, private, and non-profit sectors. By combining 33 weeks of internet-mediated learning with 3 two-week residencies, the GMAP hybrid program structure offers the ability to earn a Fletcher MA degree while continuing to work full-time. Our more than 1000 GMAP alumni (part of the greater professional network of 9500+ Fletcher alumni) are leaders in the fields of diplomacy, law, journalism, development, security, technology, energy, and finance.

CLASSES START AUGUST 2, 2021 & JANUARY 3, 2022
APPLICANT REQUIREMENTS
■ 8+ years of professional experience
■ International experience
■ Bachelor's degree

APPLICATION PROCESS
The application process can be completed online at https://fletcher.admissions.tufts.edu/apply/.

Application Checklist:
■ Application for Admission
■ Application Fee
■ Two Essay Responses
■ Resume or CV
■ Two Letters of Recommendation
■ Official Academic Transcripts
■ Letter of Understanding from Employer *(If Applicable)*
■ Scholarship Application (if applicable)

Note: GRE/GMAT and TOEFL/IELTS not required.

ACADEMIC CALENDAR AND CURRICULUM

PREVIOUS INTERNATIONAL RESIDENCY LOCATIONS

Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates | Athens, Greece | Aosta, Spain | Barcelona, Spain | Berlin, Germany | Brussels, Belgium | Budapest, Hungary | Buenos Aires, Argentina | Hanoi, Vietnam | Lisbon, Portugal | London, United Kingdom | Mexico City, Mexico | Nicosia, Cyprus | Ottawa, Canada | Rome, Italy | San Jose, Costa Rica | Singapore | Tallinn, Estonia | The Hague, The Netherlands | Valletta, Malta